
 

 
 
 

  
Stag STA17 and STA45 

The RJH STAG Platen Belt Grinder is a small compact unit which 

is ideal in the podiatry market for the finishing of shoe inserts. The 

RJH Moose is a more robust platen belt grinder for heavier duty 

applications. These versions of the Stag and Moose have been 

modified in a number of ways specifically for the podiatry market. 

The Stag and Moose machines comply with the European 

Machinery Directive. All RJH industrial machines carry a 12 month 

warranty and are supplied with an operating manual.  

KEY FEATURES 

 Bench or pedestal mounted 

 Horizontal work rest that has been re-positioned at the end of 

the belt to support the heel of the shoe insert. Wedges can be 

placed on this rest to enable the user to set the required angle 

 Reversed belt rotation 

 Platen adjustable from horizontal to vertical position 

 External tracking system 

 Belt tensioning via external screw adjustment 

 Fabricated base 

 Tool cupboard in pedestal (STA45 and MOA07) 

 Supplied with one grinding belt 

 
Platen Work Rest 

SAFETY FEATURES 

 No-volt overload pushbutton starter 

 Emergency stop 

 Adjustable belt guards 

 Mechanical guard lock 

 Guarded drive and idler rollers 

 Modified guarding incorporating two dust extraction spigots, 

one at each end of the belt. 

 Stag Electric 
Controls 

Moose Electric Controls 

OPTIONAL REFINEMENTS 

 Set of spacers for heel adjustment 

 Flexible LED light* 

 Foot stop* 

 Twin speed motor (standard for Moose, optional for Stag)* 

 Variable speed motor (Stag only)* 

 Dust extraction to enable compliance with UK COSHH 

regulations* 
 

* Please note that these items are factory fitted at the point of manufacture 

 
Belt Tensioning and 

Tracking 
 

Optional Foot Stop 

  



 

  

3 phase STA22HE STA45HE MOA07HE 

Type Bench Pedestal Pedestal 

Motor 1.1kw 1.1kw 1.8kw 

Motor Speed 2800rpm 2800rpm 1400 & 2800rpm 

Electrical Supply 400V/3ph/50Hz 

Belt Size, width x length 100 x 1000mm 100 x 1000mm 150 x 1750mm 

Max Platen Size, width 
x length 

100 x 270mm 100 x 270mm 150 x 1750mm 

Belt Speed 15m/sec 15m/sec 10 & 30m/sec 

HD Bolt Centres N/A 500 CRS to suit 2–8mm Bolts 

Weight 28kg 60kg 110kg 
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STA45 & MOA07 

 
 

Dimensions, mm E F G G1 

STA22 550 450 600 150 

STA45 520 650 1500 880 

MOA07 700 600 1750 980 

 


